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Abstract 
Rabindranath Tagore and Uday Shankar, both 20 th century Indian cultural 
icons, used tradition as a basis for new theatre concepts and processes, 
which were innovative yet commercially and internationally successful. As 
with many innovators, their once fresh ideas now form the basis of a 
somewhat formulaic approach emulated by dance organisations in West 
Bengal . Understanding this context was crucial at the 2004 Kolkata 
International Choreographic Workshop in which three non-Indian 
choreographers worked with teams of 17-20 Indian dancers trained either in 
classical traditions or the ‘Uday Shankar' style. This paper speculates on 
differing interpretations of innovation and practice through problematising 
the expectations, actuality and outcomes of this workshop. Encoded with the 
cultural aesthetics and movement patterns of their training and beliefs, the 
dancers also subtly imbued the process and works with the underlying 
spiritual significance of Indian dance. Analysis of the creative processes of 
the workshop yields intermittent understandings of their complex cultural, 
political and social milieu. The paper also examines issues of content 
creation, form and function in a culture where commercialisation, tradition 
and spirituality exist side by side within a work, an ethos, a community. In 
this environment nascent practice-led research approaches seem internalised 
and problematic, relevant for an individualistic erstwhile global culture, but 
perhaps not for a communal yet hierarchical context of strong leadership still 
steeped in a living tradition.  
 
Introduction 
Let us take heart and make daring experiments, venture out into the open road and 
in the face of all risks, go through experiences in the great world of the human 
mind, defying holy prohibitions by prudent little critics (Tagore as cited in 
Parimoo, 1989, p. 31). 
  
Nobel Laureate poet Rabindranath Tagore expressed these sentiments in 1939. His 
statement could be seen as a poetic definition of innovation, a term with a long history 
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which is continually being re-examined and re-badged in the context of its time and 
place. 
 
1. Concepts of innovation 
From the Latin verb innovare, to make new, definitions of innovation (Collins, 1995, p. 
492; Oxford, 1995, p. 702) have the common premise of introducing new ideas or 
methods, or altering existing ones. Definitions are inevitably linked with the concept of 
creativity which, like innovation, relies on invention and imagination. Hartley (2004) 
emphasises the importance of implementation as a condition of innovation (p. ix) stating 
that: 
 
creativity is a precondition for innovation, but innovation – the evaluation and 
assessment of the creative idea and its implementation as a practical process – is 
what will make the difference in the development of products and services. 
 
Currently, concepts of innovation have been taken up by governments, corporate 
business and educational institutions to apply to economics, wealth creation and 
specifically the creative industries, where current concepts link innovation to technology 
and new media. In an arts context, innovation extends to mixed live and digital 
environments which do away with high art/low art boundaries. As an Australian 
artist/academic working within an innovation paradigm in a creative industries faculty of 
a university, but with a longer history of working with contemporised dance traditions in 
Asia, concepts of innovation seem slippery and contingent. 
 
Differences in perception and actuality regarding innovation in an Indian context were 
brought into sharp relief in December 2004 when I was invited to participate in the 
Kolkata International Creative Dance Workshop and Seminar. It was not so much the 
creative processes of the workshop itself but the historical and present cultural contexts 
in which the workshop took place that led me to re-examine the paradigms with which I 
am now surrounded in my home environment. This has resulted in an exploration of the 
complex societal and artistic milieu – steeped in tradition – in which I was briefly but 
intensely immersed through my experiences in contemporary Kolkata. Innovation, in 
relation to the artistic developments of Bengal in this century and the last, was a term 
that surfaced continually, and has led to examining synergies between past and present 
manifestations of Indian cultural innovation, with particular reference to dance.  
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According to Wissler, Haseman and Keane (2004), innovation derives “from the 
contemporary desire for interdisciplinarity” (p. 263) whereby creative disciplines 
encourage “a more effective translation of languages and practices across disciplines” (p. 
264). This attribute is strongly evident in the eclectic work of two 20
th
 century cultural 
icons of India – Rabindranath Tagore and Uday Shankar – through integration of their 
own multidisciplinary specialities in creative and performative work.  
 
In summarising the major generic attributes of the current ‘innovation agenda’ as 
defined, one could extrapolate the following: 
 interdisciplinarity; 
 use of technology; 
 blurring the divide between high art and popular culture; 
 implementation of creativity into new and internationalised practices and 
products. 
 
2. An innovation legacy in a West Bengali context   
In order to comprehend the rewards and the frustrations inherent in the 2004 Kolkata 
Workshop, one needs to examine the still pervasive influences bequeathed by the two 
giant Bengali cultural innovators; Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) and Uday Shankar 
(1900-1977) who spanned pre and post independent India (1947).   
 
2.1  The innovation legacy of Rabindranath Tagore 
 
Let me state clearly that I have no distrust of any culture because of its foreign 
character. On the contrary, I believe that the shock of outside forces is necessary 
for maintaining the vitality of our intellect. 
Tagore (as cited in King & Durbridge, 1999, p. 194) 
 
Tagore, fearless and global in his vision, was a formidable interdisciplinary artist; a 
Nobel poet, writer, theatre director, composer, painter and philosopher. He was also an 
educator of note, with Oxford University conferring on him an Honorary Doctorate in 
1940 (Dutta & Robinson, 2003, p. 192). His establishment of the Visva Bharati 
University in 1921 in the rural village of Santiniketan in West Bengal, was considered 
“the most unorthodox” educational institution of twentieth-century India (ibid.). Tagore 
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was convinced that students should have as much freedom as possible “by exposing 
them to nature at every opportunity and by accenting the arts” (p. 194).  
 
Visva Bharati, meaning “the centre of learning for the whole world” (King & Durbridge, 
1999, p. 180) was a place where Tagore encapsulated his ideals “for true spiritual 
realisation, in amity, good fellowship and co-operation between the thinkers and scholars 
of both Western and Eastern countries” (Aims and Objectives from handbook Visva 
Bharati – heritage: Vision and values, 1999, p. 1). Making integrated arts the 
centrepiece of all education was fundamental to his maxim that “education should not be 
disassociated from life” (as cited in Dutta & Robinson, 2003, p.  194). In placing 
creativity at the heart of his educational philosophy, though not operating in the post-
modern global environment of the present, Tagore’s broad multi-disciplinary approach 
echoes the current views of Wissler, Haseman, & Keane (2004) who state (p. 262):  
 
The kinds of practices that are found in the creative disciplines play an important 
role in creating environments that stimulate enquiry, sharing and diffusion of 
ideas, recombination, and synthesis.   
 
Despite the humanist context and modernist period, Tagore’s educational innovations do 
not seem so removed from the creativity, life-long authentic learning and 
internationalising perspectives agenda of today.  
 
Whilst not versed in dance, Tagore evolved a new form of dance, according to Bannerjee 
(1992),  “through the blending of the soft elements of Manipuri and Mohiniattam 
classical styles with the virile energy of the Kathak form” (p.183), creating an aesthetic 
and genre which was adopted as the Tagore style (known as Rabindrik dance) at Visva 
Bharati in Santiniketan. Apart from creating stylistic innovations through new forms, 
new content was introduced in many of his dance dramas which were political vehicles 
on themes such as untouchables and the independence of women (Kothari, 2000a, p. 2). 
According to Sarkar (2000), despite Tagore’s lack of specific dance knowledge, his 
“keen artistic and aesthetic sense” resulted in a successful choice of teachers and 
blending of styles (including those from Indonesia, Ceylon and Russia) into the 
development of a new dance form (p. 239).  
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 Tagore’s experiments had three important consequences. The first was the “possibility 
of a multi-ethnic contribution towards the development of a universal dance language” 
whilst the second was the removal of the social taboo against dance in middle and upper 
class families (Sarkar, 2000, p. 239). The most significant impact in terms of the 
innovation agenda was “that the thematic restrictions and rigidity of the traditional dance 
were replaced by creativity and experimentation with new themes” (ibid.). 
 
2.2.   The legacy innovation of Uday Shankar and ‘oriental dance’ 
In examining the contribution of the other great innovator, Uday Shankar and his 
‘creative dance’, one cannot ignore the concurrent dance development of the renaissance 
of Indian classical forms and their claims of ‘authenticity’. Both these non-classical and 
classical developments were inextricably linked to the (inter)nationalist agenda and 
another legacy; that of ‘oriental dance’.  
 
Erdman (1996) claims that ‘oriental dance’ inspired predominantly by Indian culture was 
created by Westerners as an exoticisation of the ‘mysteries’ of the East by artists such as 
Ruth St. Denis and Anna Pavlova and perpetuated by Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes and 
other lesser known groups. Paradoxically, these western artists were largely, though 
indirectly, responsible for India’s 1930s renaissance in dance (pp. 288-289). No study of 
Indian dance, as Erdman points out (1996), can escape confronting “the actual events 
which resulted in the modern myth of ancient heritage” (p. 299). This ‘discovery’ and 
revival by “nationalists seeking their indigenous roots” (ibid, p. 292) was occurring at 
the same time as the push for independence, and it was generally acknowledged that 
there was a “relationship between the idea of oriental dance and the politics of colonial 
and post-colonial culture” (ibid, p. 293). 
 
Uday Shankar’s place in the orientalist and nationalist agenda is unique. With no formal 
training in dance, but with a deep and abiding passion for music, he learnt from his 
father that dance and music were a fundamental part of worship and rituals (Misra, 1992, 
p. 30). Nevertheless, it was painting he was invited to study at the Royal Academy of 
Arts in London in 1920.  In a 1967 interview (as cited in Misra, 1992, p. 30) he said:  
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It did not take me long to realise that I was drifting towards dance from painting 
although the knowledge of painting has always played a great part in my 
choreography of creative dances.  
 
Whilst in London, he met the great ballerina Anna Pavlova and it was from her that he 
learnt about dance as an art form and entertainment. From observing Pavlova and her 
company, he became versed in choreography, lighting, sound and showmanship 
(Kothari, 2000a, p. 1). For Pavlova he not only created her famous oriental repertoire of 
Rhada Krishna, Ajanta Frescos and the Hindu Wedding, but he also partnered her and 
according to Venkataraman (2002)  “overnight ….became a figure to reckon with in the 
world of dance”,  touring with Pavlova throughout 1923 
(http://www.sruti.com/feb02/febn&n.htm). Pavlova apparently refused to teach Shankar 
ballet saying, “you should never learn our ballet-steps when your own country is so rich 
in dances”, adding that “[what] Rabindranath Tagore, India’s greatest poet is doing for 
India’s poetry…I want Uday Shankar to do for the dance of India’ (as cited in Misra, 
1992, p. 31).   
 
Returning to India after a decade in Europe touring with his own troupe, Uday Shankar 
claimed his oriental dance forms as purely Indian. A hugely charismatic presence with a 
god-like demeanour and devoted following, his legacy is summed up by Erdman (1998, 
http://www.danceadvance.org/03archives/shankar/index.html):  
 
Uday Shankar was an expatriate, a Europeanized Indian, a self-made artiste, a 
non-observant Hindu Brahmin, a handsome presence who loved women… He 
practically reinvented Indian dance single-handedly. He placed it in technically 
up-to-date settings, realizing an aesthetic which affirmed the spirituality expected 
by western audiences and the Indianness claimed by Indian ones. 
 
 
2.3.   Choreographic innovation 
Part of what made Shankar’s work innovative in today’s terms was that it was created 
for a global context. In terms of choreography and dance movement he evolved an 
approach and style fundamentally different from, but related philosophically to, the ideas 
of Tagore, who much admired his work. Dr. Sruti Bandopadhay (2004) sums up their 
respective legacies in her comment that “Tagore showed us the way: Uday Shankar gave 
a shape to the dances and ITPA (Indian Theatre People’s Association) took it to the 
masses” (p. 39).  
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Although Desai (as cited in Venkataraman, http://www.sruti.com/feb02/febn&n.htm) 
reminds us that “amongst all the praise some Tamil Nadu scholars referred to it as a 
‘hotch-potch’”, Shankar’s work was liberating for Indian dance. Banerjee (1992) speaks 
highly of Shankar’s experiments claiming that he freed dance from being enslaved and 
led by the lyrics and music, particularly through his use of improvisation to tell a story 
“through a series of expressive gestures” (p. 169), rather than being tied to a specific 
gestural language as in Indian classical forms. He also points out (1992) that Shankar 
eliminated the sculptural poses on which Indian classical dance had hitherto been based 
“as nodal points for the flow of all sequential movements” and instead created new 
movements which experimented with changes of direction and level (p. 169). Tagore, 
after he saw Shankar dance, embraced him saying, “Your dance is nothing like what we 
see or know of, and yet its soul seems Indian and very stirring” (as cited in Misra, 1992, 
p. 32).  
 
Shankar’s style, known as Uday Dhara, is still taught at the Rabindra Bharati University 
in Kolkata. Chatterjee (as cited in Venkataraman, 
http://www.sruti.com/feb02/febn&n.htm) refers to the “long lines and stretches of [the] 
movements and [the] subtle femininity” of Uday Dhara as well as the ability to “play 
with space”. Uday’s ‘Indianness’ and his movement experiments were a result of his 
insatiable curiosity, as in all innovators, which made him seek out gurus to learn some of 
the developing revived classical forms, in addition to absorbing regional dances from all 
over India to enrich his choreographic palette. Kapila Vatsyayan (as cited in Misra, 
1992) claims that it was Shankar’s “sense of adventure and enquiry which led him to 
uncover layers of the past in the Indian dance-tradition” (pp. 27-28). The resulting style 
was a unique amalgam of the above influences and sources combined with Western 
choreographic techniques.  
 
2.4.  Interdisciplinarity and technology 
Shankar’s experiments also extended to music. His use of unusual sound effects from the 
Indian instruments used in his works sometimes shocked his classical musicians who 
nevertheless respected him for his deep knowledge of music (Misra, 1992, p. 33). Ravi 
Shankar, his famous younger brother, wrote of him (as cited in Misra, 1992, p. 35): 
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It was he who taught me to understand and appreciate our ancient tradition and art 
and our culture: and my apprenticeship under him in stagecraft, lighting, set-
design and general showmanship was of great value to me in later years. 
    
In 1940 he set up the Uday Shankar India Culture Centre in Almora at the foot of the 
Himalayas, experimenting with new forms and media whilst at the same time employing 
some of the greatest classical dance and music gurus of the time (Kothari, 2000b, p. 
165).  
 
His visual and kinetic sensibilities made him curious about the possibilities of film and it 
was during this period he experimented with shadow play in his work Ramleela, 
resulting in a new invention named the ‘Shankarscope’, described as “a novel marriage 
between the stage and the screen” (Misra, 1992, p. 38). Shankar also ventured into the 
world of movies. Created after independence in 1948, Kalpana – written, produced and 
directed by Shankar – who also starred in it, was “one of the first films in which dance 
was the primary means of communication” (Sarkar, 2000, p. 242). Kalpana included 
scenes of biting political satire and won several international awards with praise for its 
innovative use of the camera, montage, lighting, editing and framing.  
 
2.5.  Commercialising innovation 
Uday Shankar was successful on a grand global scale. Reputed as the artist who brought 
Indian dance and music to the world, his first company Uday Shankar Company of 
Hindu Dancers and Musicians toured throughout the world from 1931 to 1938 giving 
889 performances. Well aware of the value of marketing, style and the need for a star 
vehicle, Shankar was adept with the media. The work was exotic and accessible with a 
winning blend of high art and popular entertainment which crossed cultural boundaries 
despite its ‘Indianness’. That he knew his market was confirmed by a German critic in 
1932 who labelled him “a compulsive innovator [who] daringly created his own style of 
dance”, presenting his dances “in capsule-form to cater to the tastes of modern 
audiences” (Misra, 1992, p. 34). But how long can such innovation and market success 
be sustained? Meduri (as cited in Venkataraman, 
http://www.sruti.com/feb02/febn&n.htm) notes that his experiments ceased to continue 
later in his life because he “was terrified of repetition”. Erdman (1998, 
http://www.danceadvance.org/03archives/shankar/page5.html) relays that in the late 
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1990s, whilst watching Shankar’s film Kalpana, an Italian Bharata Natyam dancer 
exclaimed “this is new, it’s post-modern, it’s Indian! Everyone needs to see this now.” 
 
3. Current Kolkata context – the legacy continues 
Fifty years have passed since Uday Shankar was at his creative peak. For many, Shankar 
and his legacy is very much passé. For others it continues to have an influence on 
contemporary developments. Several companies follow the Shankar-style ‘creative 
dance’ and in Kolkata there is a direct lineage through his wife Amala who at 84 is 
remarkably lucid and insightful. Although she no longer runs the Uday Shankar Cultural 
Centre her influence is still felt in the dance community. Udya Shankar’s daughter-in-
law Tanushree Shankar runs a company as does his daughter Mamata.  
 
3.1. The Shankar lineage and the current Bengali context 
It was through Mamata Shankar, Chandrodoy Ghosh and their company that the Kolkata 
International Creative Dance Workshop and Seminar took place, initiated by the World 
Dance Alliance – Asia Pacific – which selected and supported the three guest 
choreographers. The 2004 event was part of the two week Uday Shankar Festival held 
annually in Kolkata.  Mamata Shankar Troupe is a large entrepreneurial and cultural 
concern and very much a family business as was that of Uday Shankar. The repertoire of 
the company, likewise, consists of full-length dance dramas and short works based on 
regional folk dances or topical contemporary themes. The company has travelled the 
world as a cultural ambassador of India. Mamata is the sole choreographer and still the 
charismatic lead dancer in all performances. Her guru-like persona and prodigious 
energy control this family empire. Like her father, Mamata is involved on screen as well 
as on stage. She is a regular in one of Bengal’s longest running television soapies and as 
a serious actor has starred in films of Satyajit Ray. Udayan, their dance institution, with 
three branches and around fifteen hundred students, supports the company’s activities 
and provides dancers, teachers and audiences trained in the Shankar style of creative 
dance and allied studies such as Indian classical dance styles, improvisation, 
choreography and technical theatre (Mamata Shankar Ballet Troupe Program, May 
2004).  
 
Held in conjunction with the workshop was a seminar entitled ‘Contemporary Dance in 
Asia – Tradition and Change’, which provided some insight into the diversity and 
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philosophical differences of the Kolkata dance community. The major issue identified at 
the seminar, remained that from Uday Shankar’s time: the polarisation between classical 
and non-classical forms. The former, according to one of the presenters Vandana Hazra 
(2004) seeks authenticity from past history and a continuing lineage through gurus 
whilst the latter “above all values innovation and change” (p. 24). However, she believes 
that a mutual influencing has been and is still occurring between these two forms. This 
was borne out by dancers from Mamata’s company who informed me that they also 
undertook individual training with a guru of a classical style of choice in addition to their 
company training.  
 
3.2  Kolkata International Creative Dance Workshop - concept 
The 2004 workshop held much promise in the context of Mamata Shankar’s statement in 
an interview prior to the workshop: 
 
The idea is to hold on to the roots of our own rich traditions and innovate. Do 
something new which is not merely a fusion of the East and West. My father 
always asked me to do that (cited in Ghosh, The Telegraph, Calcutta, 
December 9 2004).  
 
The original concept to progress this aim was for three experienced contemporary 
choreographers from the Asia-Pacific region to work with three Indian choreographers. 
Each pair of choreographers would explore how their differing movement languages and 
creative approaches might come together in a collaborative work. Although it was clear 
that the Mamata Shankar Ballet Troupe as hosts, aimed to organise the workshop as was 
intended, it was in the end tailored to the needs and desires of local participants, the 
realities of the political dance landscape and the logistics involved. The three Indian 
choreographers did not participate in the creative process. The three non-Indian 
choreographers - Frances Rings, Hsiu-ping Chang and Cheryl Stock
i
 each worked on 
their own with 20 dancers or students, mainly from the Mamata Shankar Ballet Troupe 
and their Udayan Centre.  
 
Rather than aspiring to develop a new intercultural choreographic language, the purpose 
of the workshop changed to the more conservative aim of introducing western 
contemporary dance styles and creative processes to a large group of dancers ranging 
from experienced professionals to enthusiastic but not highly trained students. Most 
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were trained in the Shankar ‘creative dance’ genre with a few independent dancers from 
the classical traditions of Manipuri, Kathakali, Bharata Natyam and Odissi. This 
imbalance was a challenge for the choreographers but made easier by the spirit of 
openness of the dancers who were willing to try the new and unfamiliar.  
   
3.3 Creative processes 
Frances, Hsiu-Ping and I began each session with a contemporary warm-up class which 
gave the dancers an understanding of our own particular movement approach. Although 
our choreographic approaches to making work in the Kolkata context were different, one 
important similarity was the acknowledgment of the deep spirituality which infuses 
Indian dance. This influenced our work both consciously and subliminally. Frances, 
herself from the Aboriginal culture of the Dreaming, was drawn to how the ancient 
spirituality of India is strongly preserved. Ms. Suman Sarawgi (personal communication, 
December 15 2004) commented that Frances’s “deep connection to the earth is so 
similar to ours in Manipuri dance”. Hsiu-Ping’s language was more gestural, influenced 
by motifs of worship and manipulated through fast rhythmic, unison movement. My own 
abstract work was influenced by the circular and spiral spatial patterns and gestures 
which are a hallmark of the spiritual origins of Indian dance; what Banerjee (1992) 
refers to “as an expression of spiritual energy on the earth plane” (p. 129). 
 
None of the dancers had studied ballet or western contemporary dance but there seemed 
to be a familiarity with the latter explained perhaps because of the similarity of a lower 
centre of gravity which results in a ‘grounded’ style. To our surprise most of the dancers 
were accustomed to improvisation and so all three choreographers combined teaching 
their own phrases and motifs with material created by the dancers through 
improvisational tasks. Mr. Netai Chandra Seth, member of the Mamata Shankar Troupe, 
(personal communication, December 15 2004) commented that “though the movement 
vocabulary is different, we are so much at ease because the process of work is so 
similar”. Such comments from company members reinforced the Uday Shankar legacy 
which foregrounds improvisation, though normally from an expressive or narrative base, 
rather than through manipulation of form.  
  
As with all dancers, the bodies of participants were encoded with the cultural aesthetics 
and movement patterns of their training and beliefs, including those of the Shankar 
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dancers who were less stylised than their classical counterparts but who nevertheless 
manifest a very specific movement patterning and vocabulary stemming from the 
choreographic language of Mamata Shankar. The Shankar trained dancers moved with 
more sense of freedom spatially but showed less precision in detail compared with the 
classical dancers. Both groups used their faces expressively and also showed a 
preference to translate movements into intricate stylised versions with enclosed circular 
motifs.  
 
Integrating the classical independent artists with the predominantly Shankar dancers was 
challenging. One way to combat the differences was to work with each dancer’s 
individual movement preferences. In my work ‘Signatures’ each dancer was asked to 
invent a movement motif which captured the rhythm, ‘feel’ and geometry of their name. 
This served to ‘break the ice’ and allowed me to observe innate movement preferences, 
giving the work an Indianized flavour since the dancers drew on their own dance 
backgrounds, so strongly part of their identity. I thus hoped to respect the dancers’ own 
styles but to open up a greater range of potential in terms of dynamic and spatial range 
and movement combinations. Frances Rings (unpublished report, January 17 2005) 
similarly spoke of giving the dancers “other ways to create and explore movement” to 
enhance the dancers’ “wonderful style of drama and storytelling”.   
 
3.4 Issues and outcomes 
The three choreographers were initially disappointed at not being able to push creative 
boundaries further through a more mutual collaborative process. However, the level of 
collaboration seemed quite significant from the dancers’ point of view with Ms. Chandra 
Kola Biswas (personal communication, December 15 2004) observing that the 
“choreographic process is so interactive that it feels as if we have all contributed”. This 
level of interaction between choreographer and dancer is taken for granted in most 
western contemporary dance. It appears less common in India where the guru tradition is 
still strong even in the ‘creative dance’ genres which employ improvisation. In the 
Kolkata Workshop it was difficult for the dancers not to view us as ‘master teachers’ 
rather than creative colleagues working together to discover ways to create new work. 
This is perhaps one of the principal challenges in fostering a new agenda of innovation 
for the next generation who do not yet seem to enjoy an environment to work outside the 
conservative parameters of current dance practice in Kolkata.   
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A conservative lifestyle is arguably a factor in perpetuating a somewhat formulaic 
approach to creativity despite the cosmopolitan nature of Kolkata. At a social level 
traditions appeared strong in both dress and behaviour. Bannerjee (1992) comments that 
contemporary India, in some ways, still reveals “feudal upbringing and dependence on 
parental thinking….liberal education notwithstanding” (p. 15). This tendency, he argues, 
affects the present generation in searching for new directions and possibilities. 
Nevertheless, our workshop experience provided a different future perspective – as 
Frances commented (unpublished report, January 17 2005): “[The dancers’] discipline 
and hunger to learn something new was very inspiring”. Application and curiosity, 
essential attributes to foster innovation, were certainly evident in all our activities in 
Kolkata. Taking the next step of implementation and enactment to progress the 
innovation agenda may prove more problematic. 
 
4. Conclusion – formulaic innovation 
Our experience from the Kolkata Workshop points to a status quo scenario rather than 
processes resulting in new ideas and products. Whilst our interaction with the Mamata 
Shankar Troupe shows that interdisciplinarity, use of technology (albeit limited) and 
blurring the divide between high art and popular culture could be argued to be present in 
their work, these attributes exist in a very similar way to five decades previously. 
Although the performances of the dance dramas Amritasya Putra and Chandalika by 
Mamata Shankar were vibrant and performed with energy and skill, one might well 
argue that the innovation legacy from which these works sprung has not resulted in 
ongoing renewal and the development of original practices, but in a refined and updated 
version of the original Shankar concepts. It seems that innovation is being held back in 
Kolkata dance. The strong innovation legacy of Tagore and Uday Shankar appears to be 
trapped in a time warp due to new ideas emerging within a prescribed framework which 
was never intended to solidify. Lack of resources and support as well as conservative 
societal and family pressures no doubt exacerbate this tendency to formulaic approaches 
to new work.  
 
Kolkata is undeniably a changing, modern city but is still grappling with its legacy of 
post-independence and post-partition history and, in terms of the arts, with the 
concretisation of past innovations. Perhaps a greater number of shared creative projects, 
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internally and externally, may address in some way an agenda of re-invention. It is clear 
from the Kolkata Workshop experience that any input from visitors to India needs to 
occur over time within a shared local agenda which takes into account the racial, ethnic, 
political and cultural complexities. Whatever ‘innovation’ may mean in the future 
development of Indian dance and arts practice, it will not occur by replacing an existing 
paradigm with a more recent one from elsewhere. Fluidity of process is perhaps the key 
and how that is manifest will be determined by Indian practitioners.    
 
The freedom of the storm and the bondage 
of the stem  
join hands in the dance of swaying  
branches. 
(Tagore, Fireflies, 1928) 
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